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KEY=MEMORIU - TIANA CAMERON
Sparse Systems Digraph Approach of Large-scale Linear Systems Theory History and Myth in Romanian Consciousness Central European University Press There is a considerable diﬀerence between real history and discourse history - this book stems from this idea. The
author points out that history is constantly reconstructed, adapted and sometimes mythiﬁed from the perspective of the present day, of present states of mind and ideologies. Boia closely examines the process of historical culture and conscience in nineteenth and
twentieth century Romania, particularly concentrating on the impact of the national ideology on history. Based upon his ﬁndings, the author identiﬁes several key mythical conﬁgurations and analyses the manner in which Romanians have reconstituted their own highly
ideologized history over the last two centuries. The strength of History and Myth in Romanian Consciousness lies in the author's ability to fully deconstruct the entire Romanian historiographic system and demonstrate the increasing acuteness of national problems in
general, and in particular the exploitation of history to support national ideology. Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient Methods for Unconstrained Optimization Springer Nature Two approaches are known for solving large-scale unconstrained optimization problems—the
limited-memory quasi-Newton method (truncated Newton method) and the conjugate gradient method. This is the ﬁrst book to detail conjugate gradient methods, showing their properties and convergence characteristics as well as their performance in solving largescale unconstrained optimization problems and applications. Comparisons to the limited-memory and truncated Newton methods are also discussed. Topics studied in detail include: linear conjugate gradient methods, standard conjugate gradient methods, acceleration
of conjugate gradient methods, hybrid, modiﬁcations of the standard scheme, memoryless BFGS preconditioned, and three-term. Other conjugate gradient methods with clustering the eigenvalues or with the minimization of the condition number of the iteration
matrix, are also treated. For each method, the convergence analysis, the computational performances and the comparisons versus other conjugate gradient methods are given. The theory behind the conjugate gradient algorithms presented as a methodology is
developed with a clear, rigorous, and friendly exposition; the reader will gain an understanding of their properties and their convergence and will learn to develop and prove the convergence of his/her own methods. Numerous numerical studies are supplied with
comparisons and comments on the behavior of conjugate gradient algorithms for solving a collection of 800 unconstrained optimization problems of diﬀerent structures and complexities with the number of variables in the range [1000,10000]. The book is addressed to
all those interested in developing and using new advanced techniques for solving unconstrained optimization complex problems. Mathematical programming researchers, theoreticians and practitioners in operations research, practitioners in engineering and industry
researchers, as well as graduate students in mathematics, Ph.D. and master students in mathematical programming, will ﬁnd plenty of information and practical applications for solving large-scale unconstrained optimization problems and applications by conjugate
gradient methods. Cercetarea, industria, economia României şi conexiunile lor Diagnoze, politici, solutii, noi abordari (1965 - 2004) SCIENTCONSULT and Editura AGIR (online publishing: Adriana Vasilescu) Romanian R&D and the links to the Economy. Articles, essays,
commentaries, 1964-2004. Insights into Communist and post-Communist transition R&D, economy, legislation, ﬁscal environment. Cartea este adresată: celor care pregătesc viitorul României, celor care îi gestionează prezentul, celor preocupaţi de învăţămintele
trecutului, ﬁe ei ingineri, economişti, sociologi, ﬁzicieni, chimişti etc.; din cercetare, industrie, alte ramuri; profesori sau studenţi; specialişti din aparatul de stat cu atribuţii în tehnologie, economie, ﬁnanţe, resurse umane; din instituţii, ONG-uri; manageri sau
specialişti „de execuţie”; bancheri, politicieni, jurnalişti, PR… Legislatorii şi juriştii vor găsi o cazuistică variată cu privire la impactul, uneori – major, al unor „detalii” şi nuanţe din actele normative, asupra activităţilor din economie. În unele dintre materiale, istoricii
vor găsi posibile răspunsuri (parţiale) inedite la întrebări de genul: „Cum a fost cu putinţă?” Cei din interiorul cercetării şi al industriei vor găsi un dialog cu propriile nelinişti, căutări şi iniţiative. Cei din alte ramuri şi activităţi vor aﬂa realităţi dintr-o lume cunoscută
mai mult după clişee şi prejudecăţi. Cartea analizează, sub multiple aspecte, impactul sistemului economico-ﬁnanciar, legislativ, politic, asupra progresului tehnic şi economic în economia naţională, competitivităţii produselor şi serviciilor, intereselor întreprinderilor şi
persoanelor, discernământului factorului uman şi – reciproc -- impactul (necesar) al ştiinţei şi tehnologiei, inclusiv al ştiinţelor umaniste şi sociale, asupra prezentului şi viitorului României, în contextul proceselor de globalizare şi de integrare europeană. Cartea poate
prezenta interes pentru cercuri largi de economişti, jurişti, ingineri, sociologi, politologi, specialişti în management, mass-media, pentru factori de decizie şi de execuţie din institute, instituţii, întreprinderi, ministere, parlament, partidele politice, organizaţiile
neguvernamentale; în general -- pentru cercuri largi de intelectuali preocupaţi de problemele majore ale tehnologiei şi ale economiei din România. De menţionat şi utilitatea specială a cărţii pentru cadre didactice, doctoranzi, studenţi, pentru participanţi la acţiuni de
perfecţionarea profesională, datorită bogatului material exempliﬁcativ din practica reală a unor domenii importante, analizelor de caz, relevării relaţiilor concrete deﬁcienţe – cauze – soluţii. Materialul este grupat în patru părţi: I. Ştiinţă-tehnologie-economie-societate
(21 lucrări; exemple de titluri: Cercetarea şi eﬁcienţa, Cu privire la poziţia socială a ştiinţei, Relaţia ştiinţă-economie, De la structura exporturilor la misiunea cercetării, Ştiinţa şi problemele sistemice, Profesiunea cercetătorului, Cultivarea deprinderilor creative şi a
priceperii pentru acţiune, Gândirea economică în faţa exigenţelor practicii economice, Petrol, tehnologie şi politică…) II. Deﬁcienţe fundamentale ale sistemului zis socialist, implementat în România; impactul asupra ştiinţei, tehnologiei, economiei, societăţii (3 lucrări, în
care disfuncţionalităţile economiei planiﬁcate centralizat şi rigid sunt analizate recurgând la concepte ale cercetării operaţionale, teoriei ﬁrelor de aşteptare, teoriei informaţiei, ciberneticii; Un sistem economic şi politic greşit proiectat, 1973) III. Opţiuni şi politici ale
tranziţiei (23 lucrări: Ce preocupă pe intelectuali, Responsabilitatea socială a opţiunilor, Strategia dezvoltării economice a României – probleme şi opţiuni, Despre strategii în economie, Creditarea activităţilor productive din sectorul privat, Mai este necesară şi oportună
o industrie autohtonă?, Liberalizarea comerţului internaţional şi interesele naţionale…) IV. Impactul unor mecanisme ale tranziţiei asupra progresului economic şi tehnologic (41 lucrări, din care: Legislaţia muncii – 5 lucrări, inclusiv Noul Cod al muncii – un atentat la
funcţionalitatea economiei de piaţă…; Fiscalitatea – 20, inclusiv Sistemul de impozitare deformează realitatea economică, Codul ﬁscal faţă cu corupţia…; Preţurile – 4, Proprietatea, privatizarea, demonopolizarea – 7, inclusiv Ocrotită, garantată, batjocorită (încălcarea
dreptului acţionarilor minoritari la repartizarea proﬁtului), Privatizarea PETROM sub semnul unor mari dileme;Managementul întreprinderilor – 5, inclusiv Decalogul problemelor managerilor români.). Cartea aprofundează şi exempliﬁcă, pe o mare varietate de cazuri şi
sub multiple aspecte, abordarea sistemică, pluri- şi interdisciplinară, strategică, în tehnologie şi economie; de asemenea, interacţiuni la nivelurile: micro- şi macroeconomie ● interes naţional şi globalizare ● ştiinţă şi practică ● cercetătorul, producătorul şi utilizatorul
rezultatelor cercetării ● cererea şi oferta de cercetare ● factori ce contribuie la dispersarea tematicii de cercetare şi a resurselor ei ● factori de degradare a potenţialului de cercetare ● diversitatea specialităţilor care trebuie să se conjuge pentru generarea şi
soluţionarea unei probleme ● iniţiativa în crearea de noi concepţii funcţionale, noi soluţii de componente şi noi materiale ●ansamblu şi detalii ● sistemul economic, cel tehnologic, mediul socio-uman şi mediul natural ● consecinţele imediate, moştenirile (cea căpătată
şi cea lăsată) şi perspectiva ● cercetarea şi invenţiile ● certitudini, decizii şi riscuri ● omul creator şi omul consumator de ştiinţă ● omul creator şi omul consumator de bun trai ●iniţiativa euristică spontană şi locală şi strategiile şi programele ştiinţiﬁce şi tehnologice
naţionale şi internaţionale ● nevoia de comunicare ştiinţiﬁcă, conducerea participativă şi nevoia de secret comercial ● privatizare, monopoluri şi politică ● rolul statului în economia consecvent liberală ● eﬁcienţa reală, dar ascunsă, a cercetării şi aparenţele ei
contrare, deformante ● sistemul legislativ ca promotor sau inhibitor al progresului tehnologic şi economic ● impactul birocraţiei şi al unor manifestări de formalism în economie … şi multe altele. Cartea nu este o monograﬁe sau un tratat pedant, ci o culegere de cca. 90
studii, eseuri, articole (de regulă, acide), publicate în intervalul 1965-2004, dezvăluind, într-un limbaj accesibil intelectualului de orice proﬁl, probleme de profunzime şi demonstrând soluţii de larg interes (unele – deja adoptate), împănate cu aﬁrmaţii incitante, cu
crâmpeie de memorialistică, cu explicaţii intuitive, pentru ca subtilităţile să ﬁe inteligibile şi atractive. Nonlinear Optimization Applications Using the GAMS Technology Springer Science & Business Media Here is a collection of nonlinear optimization applications from
the real world, expressed in the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS). The concepts are presented so that the reader can quickly modify and update them to represent real-world situations. Geology of Romania Geological Society of America Towards a New Role
for Spatial Planning OECD Publishing This volume is based on two international seminars oranised by the OECD and the National Land Agency, Japan which examines the emerging consensus concerning a new strategic mode for spatial policy. Hotărâri ale guvernului
României și alte acte normative Tourism and Climate Change Risks and Opportunities Multilingual Matters This book discusses the tourism-climate system and provides a sound basis for those interested in tourism management and climate change mitigation,
adaptation and policy. In the ﬁrst three chapters, the book provides a general overview of the relationships between tourism and climate change and illustrates the complexity in four case studies that are relevant to the wide audience of tourism stakeholders. In the
following seven chapters detailed discussion of the tourism and climate systems, greenhouse gas accounting for tourism, mitigation, climate risk management and comprehensive tourism-climate policies are provided. This book compiles and critically analyses the
latest knowledge in this ﬁeld of research and seeks to make it accessible to tourism practitioners and other stakeholders involved in tourism or climate change. Cultural Politics in Greater Romania Regionalism, Nation Building, and Ethnic Struggle, 1918–1930 Cornell
University Press Since the fall of the Ceausescu regime, Romanian politics have been haunted by unresolved issues of the past. Irina Livezeanu examines a critical chapter in Eastern European history—the trajectory of the aggressive nationalism that dominated
Romania between the world wars. Monitorul oﬁcial al României Legi, decrete, hotărîri și alte acte. Partea I. Renewable Energy and Environment RUT Printer and Publisher Athalye Sapre Pitre College Devrukh has always been on the forefront in organizing diﬀerent
academic, co-curricular and administrative activities to nurture the student's minds and equip them with skills to face the challenges of the real world situations with academic excellence. UGC sponsored Three Day National Conference on “Renewable Energy and
Environment” was jointly organized by the Department of Chemistry and Physics during 25th to 27th September, 2014. The main objective of this conference was to provide platform to researches in the ﬁeld of Physics, Chemistry, Technology, Economics, Commerce,
Geography and Environmental sciences to share problems and prospects in the ﬁeld of energy and environment and to compile intellectual inputs for the sustainable development of our country. Protection of the Environment and Climate, and their preservation is a
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demanding social, scientiﬁc and economical task. Utilization of renewable energy, eﬃcient conversions of fossil fuel are not only environmentally and climatically beneﬁcial, they also preserve the ﬁnite energy sources. Awareness of this global issue at the grass root
level is the need of the hour. Renewable energy and environment is the subject of global attention. The present scenario between energy generation, consumption and depletion of sources of conventional energy has various impacts on Environment. Conservation of
renewable energy sources and protection of environment are the burning issues at the global level. Unless a long term planning is done to handle these issues and make them commercially viable and environment friendly; alternative technologies are developed. The
potential of renewable energy sources is enormous as they can in principle meet many times the world’s energy demand. Renewable energy sources such as small hydropower, wind, solar, biomass, and geothermal can provide sustainable energy services, based on the
use of routinely available, indigenous resources. I am sure such platforms through national conference will deﬁnitely help to promote various academicians, scientist and research students to share and absorb various new ideas which will help our country to overcome
fuel crisis and environmental problems. Generalized Convexity Proceedings of the IVth International Workshop on Generalized Convexity Held at Janus Pannonius University Pécs, Hungary, August 31–September 2, 1992 Springer Science & Business Media
Generalizations of the classical concept of a convex function have been proposed in various ﬁelds such as economics, management science, engineering, statistics and applied sciences during the second half of this century. In addition to new results in more established
areas of generalized convexity, this book presents several important developments in recently emerging areas. Also, a number of interesting applications are reported. The Byzantine Apocalyptic Tradition Univ of California Press The Universities of Europe in the Middle
Ages Automotive Transmissions Fundamentals, Selection, Design and Application Springer Science & Business Media This book gives a full account of the development process for automotive transmissions. Main topics: - Overview of the traﬃc – vehicle – transmission
system - Mediating the power ﬂow in vehicles - Selecting the ratios - Vehicle transmission systems - basic design principles - Typical designs of vehicle transmissions - Layout and design of important components, e.g. gearshifting mechanisms, moving-oﬀ elements,
pumps, retarders - Transmission control units - Product development process, Manufacturing technology of vehicle transmissions, Reliability and testing The book covers manual, automated manual and automatic transmissions as well as continuously variable
transmissions and hybrid drives for passenger cars and commercial vehicles. Furthermore, ﬁnal drives, power take-oﬀs and transfer gearboxes for 4-WD-vehicles are considered. Since the release of the ﬁrst edition in 1999 there have been a lot of changes in the ﬁeld of
vehicles and transmissions. About 40% of the second edition’s content is new or revised with new data. Brush and Paint Alfaguara Includes biographical sketches of 11 Spanish, Latin American, and Hispanic American painters, and an example of a work of each one,
accompanied by a short poem interpreting the work. Dear World A Syrian Girl’s Story of War and Plea for Peace Simon and Schuster “A story of love and courage amid brutality and terror, this is the testimony of a child who has endured the unthinkable.” —J.K. Rowling
“I’m very afraid I will die tonight.” —Bana Alabed, Twitter, October 2, 2016 “Stop killing us.” —Bana Alabed, Twitter, October 6, 2016 “I just want to live without fear.” —Bana Alabed, Twitter, October 12, 2016 When seven-year-old Bana Alabed took to Twitter to
describe the horrors she and her family were experiencing in war-torn Syria, her heartrending messages touched the world and gave a voice to millions of innocent children. Bana’s happy childhood was abruptly upended by civil war when she was only three years old.
Over the next four years, she knew nothing but bombing, destruction, and fear. Her harrowing ordeal culminated in a brutal siege where she, her parents, and two younger brothers were trapped in Aleppo, with little access to food, water, medicine, or other
necessities. Facing death as bombs relentlessly fell around them—one of which completely destroyed their home—Bana and her family embarked on a perilous escape to Turkey. In Bana’s own words, and featuring short, aﬀecting chapters by her mother, Fatemah, Dear
World is not just a gripping account of a family endangered by war; it oﬀers a uniquely intimate, child’s perspective on one of the biggest humanitarian crises in history. Bana has lost her best friend, her school, her home, and her homeland. But she has not lost her
hope—for herself and for other children around the world who are victims and refugees of war and deserve better lives. Dear World is a powerful reminder of the resilience of the human spirit, the unconquerable courage of a child, and the abiding power of hope. It is a
story that will leave you changed. Handbook of Transportation Engineering McGraw Hill Professional This is a comprehensive, problem-solving engineering guide on the strategic planning, development, and maintenance of public and private transportation systems.
Covering all modes of transportation on land, air, and water, the Handbook shows how to solve speciﬁc problems, such as facility improvement, cost reduction, or operations optimization at local, regional, national, and international levels. * Extensive sections on road
construction and maintenance, bridge construction and repair, and mass transit systems * Examines airline traﬃc control systems, airline schedule planning, and airline ground operation * Covers marine, rail, and freight transportation Universities in Imperial Austria,
1848-1918 A Social History of a Multilingual Space Combining history of science and a history of universities with the new imperial history, Universities in Imperial Austria 1848-1918: A Social History of a Multilingual Space by Jan Surman analyzes the practice of
scholarly migration and its lasting inﬂuence on the intellectual output in the Austrian part of the Habsburg Empire. The Habsburg Empire and its successor states were home to developments that shaped Central Europe's scholarship well into the twentieth century.
Universities became centers of both state- and nation-building, as well as of confessional resistance, placing scholars if not in conﬂict, then certainly at odds with the neutral international orientation of academe. By going beyond national narratives, Surman reveals the
Empire as a state with institutions divided by language but united by legislation, practices, and other inﬂuences. Such an approach allows readers a better view to how scholars turned gradually away from state-centric discourse to form distinct language communities
after 1867; these inﬂuences aﬀected scholarship, and by examining the scholarly record, Surman tracks the turn. Drawing on archives in Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland, and Ukraine, Surman analyzes the careers of several thousand scholars from the faculties of
philosophy and medicine of a number of Habsburg universities, thus covering various moments in the history of the Empire for the widest view. Universities in Imperial Austria 1848-1918 focuses on the tension between the political and linguistic spaces scholars
occupied and shows that this tension did not lead to a gradual dissolution of the monarchy's academia, but rather to an ongoing development of new strategies to cope with the cultural and linguistic multitude. Tourism Past, Present and Future Computer Models for
Production and Inventory Control Concepts of Urban-Environmental History transcript Verlag In history, cities and nature are often treated as two separate ﬁelds of research. »Concepts of Urban-Environmental History« aims to bridge this gap. The contributions to this
volume survey major concepts and key issues which have shaped recent debates in the ﬁeld. They address unresolved questions and future challenges. As a handbook, the collection oﬀers a comprehensive overview for researchers and students, both from a historical
and an interdisciplinary background. Mathematics for the Nonmathematician Courier Corporation Erudite and entertaining overview follows development of mathematics from ancient Greeks to present. Topics include logic and mathematics, the fundamental concept,
diﬀerential calculus, probability theory, much more. Exercises and problems. The Republic of St. Peter The Birth of the Papal State, 680-825 University of Pennsylvania Press The Republic of St. Peter seeks to reclaim for central Italy an important part of its own history.
Noble's thesis is at once original and controversial: that the Republic, an independent political entity, was in existence by the 730s and was not a creation of the Franks in the 750s. Noble examines the political, economic, and religious problems that impelled the
central Italians—and a succession of resolute popes—to seek emancipation from the Byzantine Empire. He delineates the social structures and historical traditions that produced a distinctive political society, describes the complete governmental apparatus of the
Republic, and provides a comprehensive assessment of the Franco-papal alliance. Imperial Rule Central European University Press Renowned academics compare major features of imperial rule in the 19th century, reﬂecting a signiﬁcant shift away from nationalism and
toward empires in the studies of state building. The book responds to the current interest in multi-unit formations, such as the European Union and the expanded outreach of the United States. National historical narratives have systematically marginalized imperial
dimensions, yet empires play an important role. This book examines the methods discerned in the creation of the Habsburg Monarchy, the Ottoman Empire, the Hohenzollern rule and Imperial Russia. It inspects the respective imperial elites in these empires, and it
details the role of nations, religions and ideologies in the legitimacy of empire building, bringing the Spanish Empire into the analysis. The ﬁnal part of the book focuses on modern empires, such as the German "Reich." The essays suggest that empires were more
adaptive and resilient to change than is commonly thought. The Twelve Decisive Battles of the War A History of the Easternand Western Campaigns, in Relation to the Actions that Decided Their Issue Shrinking Cities in Romania Research and Interventions Dom
Publishers Gathering a large group of academics, researchers, artists, architects, and urban planners, the publication 'Shrinking Cities in Romania' is a pioneering initiative to raise awareness of an acute and pervasive yet too little discussed matter: the socio-cultural,
physical, economic, and demo-graphic decline of Romanian cities, as a widespread phenomenon. Following the exhibition that took place at the National Museum of Contemporary Art (MNAC) in 2016, the book illustrates the various facets of the urban transformation
that is taking place in many Romanian cities, thus linking the case to the global context of this urban phenomenon. The research received the AD Astra prize in 2014 as well as the Architecture Annual prize for Visions and Research in 2017. Inside Lightroom 2 The
serious photographer's guide to Lightroom eﬃciency Taylor & Francis If you're comfortable using the basic features of Lightroom, but really want to push the envelope with this powerful software, 'Inside Lightroom' by acclaimed photographer and Lightroom Beta-tester
Richard Earney is a must-have. Bypassing the obvious features covered in a variety of existing Lightroom books, Richard focuses on customizing Lightroom to suit your workﬂow. For example, he covers using presets to automate the way Lightroom deals with photos,
optimizing your Lightroom workﬂow for your own hardware and preferences. He covers sophisticated calibration techniques, helping you render your pictures accurately both onscreen and in print. Basically -- the hidden information for this powerful software. Unlike
the other 'guides' on the market, this book doesn't tell you what you already know. Instead, it focuses on what you don't. 'Inside Lightroom' also showcases the brand-new features of the software, available only in Lightroom 2.0, so if you have recently upgraded from
Lightroom 1, this book will help you reap the beneﬁts of your investment. Practical, jargon-free and full of stunning images, Richard Earney's book should be on the shelf of every Lightroom user. Scientiﬁc Elite Nobel Laureates in the United States Transaction
Publishers Scientiﬁc Elite is about Nobel prize winners and the well-deﬁned stratiﬁcation system in twentieth-century science. It tracks the careers of all American laureates who won prizes from 1907 until 1972, examining the complex interplay of merit and privilege at
each stage of their scientiﬁc lives and the creation of the ultra-elite in science. The study draws on biographical and bibliographical data on laureates who did their prize-winning research in the United States, and on detailed interviews with forty-one of the ﬁfty-six
laureates living in the United States at the time the study was done. Zuckerman ﬁnds laureates being successively advantaged as time passes. These advantages are producing growing disparities between the elite and other scientists both in performance and in
rewards, which create and maintain a sharply graded stratiﬁcation system. The Robot Builder's Bonanza McGraw Hill Professional A major revision of the bestselling "bible" of amateur robotics building--packed with the latest in servo motor technology, microcontrolled
robots, remote control, Lego Mindstorms Kits, and other commercial kits. Gives electronics hobbyists fully illustrated plans for 11 complete Robots, as well as all-new coverage of Robotix-based Robots, Lego Technic-based Robots, Functionoids with Lego Mindstorms,
and Location and Motorized Systems with Servo Motors.Features a pictures and parts list that accompany all projects, and material on using the BASIC Stamp and other microcontrollers. Culture Wars Secular-Catholic Conﬂict in Nineteenth-Century Europe Cambridge
University Press Across nineteenth-century Europe, the emergence of constitutional and democratic nation-states was accompanied by intense conﬂict between Catholics and anticlerical forces. At its peak, this conﬂict touched virtually every sphere of social life:
schools, universities, the press, marriage and gender relations, burial rites, associational culture, the control of public space, folk memory and the symbols of nationhood. In short, these conﬂicts were 'culture wars', in which the values and collective practices of
modern life were at stake. These 'culture wars' have generally been seen as a chapter in the history of speciﬁc nation-states. Yet it has recently become increasingly clear that the Europe of the mid- and later nineteenth century should also be seen as a common
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politico-cultural space. This book breaks with the conventional approach by setting developments in speciﬁc states within an all-European and comparative context, oﬀering a fresh and revealing perspective on one of modernity's formative conﬂicts. The Roads to
Modernity The British, French and American Enlightenments Random House Gertrude Himmelfarb's elegant and wonderfully readable work, The Roads to Modernity, reclaims the Enlightenment from historians who have downgraded its importance and from scholars
who have given preeminence to the Enlightenment in France over concurrent movements in England and in America. Himmerlfarb demonstrates the primacy and wisdom of the British, exempliﬁed in such thinkers as Adam Smith, David Hume, and Edmund Burke, as well
as the unique and enduring contributions of the American Founders. It is their Enlightenments, she argues, that created a social ethic - humane, compassionate and realistic - that still resonates strongly today. Global Trends in Museum Diplomacy Post-Guggenheim
Developments Routledge Global Trends in Museum Diplomacy traces the transformation of museums from publicly or privately funded heritage institutions into active players in the economic sector of culture. Exploring how this transformation reconﬁgured cultural
diplomacy, the book argues that museums have become autonomous diplomatic players on the world stage. The book oﬀers a comparative analysis across a range of case studies in order to demonstrate that museums have gone global in the era of neoliberal
globalisation. Grincheva focuses ﬁrst on the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, which is well known for its bold revolutionising strategies of global expansion: museum franchising and global corporatisation. The book then goes on to explore how these strategies
were adopted across museums around the world and analyses two cases of post-Guggenheim developments in China and Russia: the K11 Art Mall in Hong Kong and the International Network of Foundations of the State Hermitage Museum in Russia. These cases from
more authoritarian political regimes evidence the emergence of alternative avenues of museum diplomacy that no longer depend on government commissions to serve immediate geo-political interests. Global Trends in Museum Diplomacy will be a valuable resource for
students, scholars and practitioners of contemporary museology and cultural diplomacy. Documenting new developments in museum diplomacy, the book will be particularly interesting to museum and heritage practitioners and policymakers involved in international
exchanges or oﬃcial programs of cultural diplomacy. Aristocratic Liberalism The Social and Political Thought of Jacob Burckhardt, John Stuart Mill, and Alexis De Tocqueville Routledge "Liberalism" is widely used to describe a variety of social and political ideas, but has
been an especially diﬃcult concept for historians and political scientists to deﬁne. Burckhardt, Mill, and Tocqueville deﬁne one type of liberal thought. They share an aristocratic liberalism marked by distaste for the masses and the middle class, opposition to the
commercial spirit, fear and contempt of mediocrity, and suspicion of the centralized state. Their fears are combined with an elevated ideal of human personality, an ideal which aﬃrms modernity. All see their ideals threatened in the immediate future, and all hope to
save European civilization from barbarism and militarism through some form of education, although all grow more pessimistic towards the end of their lives. Aristocratic Liberalism ignores the national boundaries that so often conﬁne the history of political thought,
and uses the perspective thus gained to establish a pan-European type of political thought. Going beyond Burckhardt, Mill, and Tocqueville, Aristocratic Liberalism argues for new ways of looking at nineteenth-century liberalism. It corrects many prevalent
misconceptions about liberalism, and suggests new paths for arriving at a better understanding of the leading form of nineteenth-century political thought. The new Afterword by the author presents a novel description of liberal political language as the "discourse of
capacity," and suggests that this kind of language is the common denominator of all forms of European liberalism in the nineteenth century. Aristocratic Liberalism will be valuable to students of history, political science, sociology, and political philosophy. An
Introduction to Statistical Methods and Data Analysis Cengage Learning Ott and Longnecker's AN INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL METHODS AND DATA ANALYSIS, 6th Edition, International Edition provides a broad overview of statistical methods for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students from a variety of disciplines who have little or no prior course work in statistics. The authors teach students to solve problems encountered in research projects, to make decisions based on data in general settings both within and
beyond the university setting, and to become critical readers of statistical analyses in research papers and in news reports. The ﬁrst eleven chapters present material typically covered in an introductory statistics course, as well as case studies and examples that are
often encountered in undergraduate capstone courses. The remaining chapters cover regression modeling and design of experiments. Gender, Globalization, & Democratization Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers Women's voices and experiences from around the world are
brought to bear upon issues of globalization and democratization in this volume of strikingly original and diverse essays. From the Comfort Women of Japan to the Mexican maquiladoras, from the debt burdened nations of Africa to the 'new settler societies' of Oceania,
the impact of globalizing forces and uneven democratization yields gender dislocations everywhere. This volume charts these trends with original research, ﬁrst-hand interviews and surveys, and fresh theoretical perspectives. Atalanta Fugiens One of the ﬁnest
alchemical emblem books and unique in its own right. Michael Maier's work is richly illustrated with original prints by M. Merian; each of the 50 emblems presented consists of a motto, print, epigram, and a three-part musical setting of the epigram, followed by an
exposition of its meaning. Armenians in Post-Socialist Europe Böhlau Verlag Köln Weimar This volume presents articles on the modern Armenian diaspora in post-socialist Europe, including the Baltic States, Belarus, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Moldova,
Poland, Romania, Russia and Ukraine. Specialists from the ﬁelds of cultural anthropology, sociology, and area studies oﬀer their insights into current developments of Armenian communities which, although located within common post-socialist time-space, diﬀer from
one another signiﬁcantly in terms of their historical background, identity politics, and socio-cultural characteristics. Solar Resources MIT Press Solar Resources takes stock of the resource - sunlight - on which any plan for solar heat conversion technologies must be
based. It describes the evolution of theoretical models, algorithms, and equipment for measuring, analyzing, and predicting the quantity and composition of solar radiation, and it reviews and directs readers to insolation databases and other references that have been
compiled since 1975. Following an overview of solar energy research by the editor, Raymond J. Bahm presents a comprehensive guide to available insolation databases and other information resources in the United States. Charles M. Randall and Richard Bird discuss
the theoretical models and algorithms used to characterize the transference of solar radiation through the earth's atmosphere. Their chapter also addresses the important question of the accuracy of the data sets produced by the various modeling methods and
algorithms. The National Weather Service (NWS) monitoring network and other major monitoring networks in the United States are discussed by Kirby Hanson and Thomas Stoﬀel. And Eugene Zerlaut covers the instrumentation used to measure total solar irradiance
and spectral solar irradiance; he describes types of equipment, their manufacturers, procedures for calibration, and the accuracy of the data produced. Richard Bird and Carol Riordan explain the nature of spectral solar irradiance at the earth's surface, and John
Jensenius describes the NWS Operational Solar Insolation Forecast System, which predicts the daily total global-horizontal insolation for two days. In the concluding chapter, Claude Robbins summarizes daylighting models and resources, and details methods for
converting insolation date to illuminance data. Solar Resources is volume 2 in the series Solar Heat Technologies: Fundamentals and Applications, edited by Charles A. Bankston
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